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Abstract 

This article argues that in the 1890 novel Teleny, a work of erotic fiction widely attributed to 

Oscar Wilde and others, food is used to challenge nineteenth-century formulations of same-

sex desire. Teleny subverts the common convention of diminishing sexually-transgressive 

bodies, and instead, Teleny elevates the story’s male lovers. Inversely food is used to vilify 

women and men who seek pleasure solely for its own sake, through associations with scant, 

non-nutritive, or sickening fare. Via its uses of food, Teleny serves to reveal the absurd and 

the hypocritical in nineteenth-century formulations of homosexuality, so that the story 

redefines morality in critical and delectable ways. 

 

Key Words: Sexuality, Same-sex desire, Inversion, Hunger, Disgust, Erotic, Aesthetics 

***** 

 

In A Shilling Cookery for the People, nineteenth-century food author, chef, patriot, and 

humanitarian, Alexis Benoît Soyer, observes that ‘The morals of a people greatly depend on 

their food.’ To the degree that an individual ‘is made comfortable and happy’, nourished and 

satiated in the home, ‘the more moral and religious will that person be.’1 This sentiment is 

echoed across an abundance of Victorian texts, wherein morality or its lack bears 

representation on plates of burnt porridge, goblin fruit, stale bridal cake, and any number of 

other sumptuous or pathetic meals. The reasons why edible provisions played such a 

paramount role in Victorian formulations of an ethical life have been rigorously documented 

by scholars of literature, history, and the social sciences over the last several years. Much has 

been written about the increasing nineteenth-century scarcity and glut of food, the blandness 

and variety of food, and the danger and safety of food.2 What is missing in this rich and 

growing discourse, however, is an examination of the ways depictions of food in the cultural 

sphere could also break down and re-inscribe common assumptions about ‘moral’ and 

‘transgressive’ behaviours, particularly those between and amongst the sexes.  

Given the rapid and colossal changes taking place throughout Queen Victoria’s reign, 

both individual and social behaviours faced an increasing programme of regulation, censure, 

and policing. Following a time of violent unrest in continental Europe, the imperative to 

maintain civic order through the cultivation of predictable and moderate British subjects 

became less of a paranoia and more of a pragmatism. One primary way that this proper-

citizen-making project unfolded was through the dispersal of ideas within the period’s 

literatures. Nineteenth-century reading materials – from manuals, to journals, to articles, to 

novels – helped illustrate and shape socially sanctioned behaviours. Within these works, the 

Victorian meal, as perceived through the five senses, offered a framework for writers to 

employ a normative discourse in order to destabilise and de-centre conventional ways of 

thinking about sex. The lexicon of food offered a rich opportunity to employ a ‘reverse 

discourse’ whereby ‘homosexuality began to speak in its own behalf […] using the same 

categories by which it was medically disqualified’, so that contemporary associations with 

particular kinds of sustenance could be capitalised on, paving the way for new configurations 

of permissible domesticity.3 
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The late nineteenth century marked a particularly delicate juncture for judgments against 

same-sex love, as ‘robust masculinity’ and, more broadly, ‘the system of patriarchy was under 

attack not only by women but also by an avant-garde of male artists, sexual radicals, and 

intellectuals, who challenged its class structures and roles, its system of inheritance and 

primogeniture, its compulsory heterosexuality and marriage, and its cultural authority.’4 Due 

in large part to Walter Pater’s The Renaissance and the widespread popularity of 

Aestheticism, writing which defended male homosexuality became increasingly common, 

from Havelock Ellis’s psychological studies of inversion to unexpurgated texts distributed 

covertly.5 I argue that in the 1890 novel Teleny, a work of erotic fiction attributed to Oscar 

Wilde and others, food is used to dispute the pathology of same-sex desire, and to insist upon 

its natural, healthy, life-giving potential.6 Teleny entreats the reader to see, hear, touch, smell, 

and taste the text, to experience its truths, not as a poisoning, but as a remedy to the socially 

accepted formulation which saw love between men as abhorrent or unsavoury. The physical 

and spiritual goodness expressed in the beautiful bodies and the sympathetic souls of the two 

male figures at the centre of the text, mirrored through the novel’s use of foods, dispute 

misguided configurations of normality, pushing moral questions to the outer boundaries to 

make more room for the pure, amoral, pleasures of tasting and desiring. These formulations 

worked to expose the deception and false decency inherent in Victorian public opinion. 

But to speak and to be heard were separate matters. Published works were carefully 

inspected, placing hurdles before the distribution of progressive ideas. The Obscene 

Publications Act of 1857 prosecuted people for publishing anything that could be ‘immoral’, 

and yet the barriers posed by this type of legislation were not wholly insurmountable due to 

the continued thriving of underground texts and publications. Such texts could complicate the 

notion of acceptable behaviours in vivid and direct ways. As Ed Cohen denotes, ‘Victorian 

pornography not only reflected but refracted -- or perhaps, more specifically, interrupted -- 

the assumptions and practices of the dominant culture.’7 An examination of food and sex 

concurrently, as experienced in Teleny, will allow for a particularly rich consideration of the 

era’s shifting social values. As Pamela Gilbert maintains, for the Victorians, novel reading 

was presented not only as eating (hence, the ‘sugary romances’ and ‘highly spiced’ fictions’) 

but also ‘as sexual intercourse […] the text is a substance that enters the reader and has an 

effect on him or her. The text is not an inert thing to be merely manipulated; it is active -- 

even opportunistic.’8 A critical examination of the tension between food and sex here allows 

for a fuller consideration of both topics. Enmeshed in spheres of sensation and survival, this 

tension between eating and the body speaks uniquely to how characters, readers, and societies 

more broadly struggle to evolve, in ways often at odds with contemporary circumstance.9 

 

Both criticism against The Picture of Dorian Gray and cross-examination during 

Oscar Wilde’s 1895 trial for indecency illustrated and reaffirmed popular middle-class 

resistance to ‘immorality’ in mainstream life and in literature.10 A war of words between 

journalist Samuel Henry Jeyes and Oscar Wilde followed the release of Jeyes’s review of 

Dorian Gray for the St. James Gazette.  Most likely referring to the Obscenity Laws, Jeyes 

complained that ‘Mr. Wilde hints that the “rights of literature” include a right to say what it 

pleases, how it pleases, and where it pleases.  That is a right not only not recognised by the 

law of the land, but expressly denied by penalties which have been repeatedly enforced.’11 

Though Wilde outwitted Jeyes within his barrage of responses, the penalties Jeyes evoked 

were clearly understood by the author. In 1890, the same year of his exchanges with Jeyes, 

Wilde reportedly walked into Charles Hirsch’s bookstore clutching a secret manuscript, 

instructing the shopkeeper how to covertly circulate the pages amongst Wilde’s friends.12 If 

this reported scenario is true, then with this novel, Teleny, Wilde indeed sidestepped ‘the law 

of the land,’ distributing his ideas in the ungoverned realm of forbidden writing.        
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Much has been written on the mythos surrounding Teleny’s origins, and there is more 

conjecture than fact confirming its authorship, but based upon what is known of Oscar 

Wilde’s involvement and what can be ascertained from studying the text, it is fairly clear that 

Wilde acted as a major contributor and editor to the compiled work.13 Teleny exhibits similar 

themes of longing and intensity to many of Wilde's other works, and it is this parallel of style 

which many literary scholars and critics have used to attribute the work to Wilde later in the 

twentieth century. Published by Leonard Smithers, whose name is associated with ‘high-toned 

erotica’ and ‘some of the best writing of the time in beautifully produced editions’, Teleny is 

no typical work of onanistic fiction.14 Instead, it is a highly crafted piece of literature, 

distributed by a producer of art for a group of discerning gentleman willing to accept the cost 

and the risk of purchasing such a text. 

But, what is Teleny? The work of classifying the text is germane to my argument, which at 

its core insists that the beautiful imagery in the novel, which employs all of the senses to 

establish a pervasive quality of goodness, is used as an instrument to dispute the pathology of 

same-sex desire. However, the ‘aesthetic feeling’ at the heart of the text does not minimise the 

orgiastic sex nor temper the ‘badness’ of Teleny, all of which is crucial to a full consideration 

of the novel. Teleny resists and surpasses the labels of both erotica and pornography. The 

novel’s ecstasy, drama, and despair demand a new and more inclusive category, because 

unlike with erotica and pornography, neither the sex act nor the aesthetic of the scene is 

privileged over the other. Both are part of the necessary whole in equal measure. Teleny 

works against an exclusive binary of either sexual stimulation or aesthetic pleasure, uniting 

the aesthetic with the sexual. In this text both exist side by side, making the novel difficult to 

class, rendering it not only anomalous but also subversive in an age devoted to taxonomies 

and categories. Then, Teleny uses this subversion as a means of inversion to reclaim ‘sexual 

inversion’ as productive, creative, natural, healthy, and life-giving. 

Teleny is rhapsodic, an emotional, exuberant composition. Given that the novel’s concerns 

are represented through music, I would argue that Teleny is a sexual rhapsody, a term that 

places it artistically higher than pornography and more primal than erotica. It is a graphically 

sexual, deeply subversive novel supplying unexpurgated arguments in favour of the 

naturalness of sex between men. The use of food in such a composition, unlike its common 

service in erotica and pornography, allow for a creation and a complication of the celebratory 

and the triumphant, so that its end is not to titillate but to participate in the plot, to add layers 

of meaning, course by course. 

The novel begins with two men discussing a third. The first line presents a directive from 

the listener, the unnamed interlocutor, to ‘Tell me your story from the very beginning […] 

and how you got to be acquainted with him.’15 This query recalls Ellis and his clinical 

attentiveness to History IX in the Study of the Psychology of Sex, Volume II, Sexual Inversion 

while also evoking a courtroom scene in its interrogative nature. The opening query also 

harkens back to the first chapter of Wilde’s Dorian Gray when Lord Henry presses Basil 

Hallward to discuss his feelings for the golden man in the painting.16 Additionally, the 

question calls to mind bedroom talk between lovers, one who wants to know more about the 

other, the second who, in telling, is able to represent himself as the object of a great romance 

and, in the process, to narrate a sexually tantalizing tale. Finally, the directive to ‘[t]ell me 

your story’ and the sensually rich response that follows establishes an atmosphere of intimacy 

within which the reader can sit beside Camille Des Grieux, beside the unnamed interlocutor, 

and beside the ghost of Teleny, ‘as close to me as I am now to you, his shoulder leaning on 

my shoulder, exactly as yours is.’17 Narrator, listener, and reader can rest with ‘fingers locked 

[…] just like this’ and become swept away in ‘that pleasure which cools the blood and calms 

the brain.’ (108) Teleny’s narrative unfolds as a retrospective with Camille Des Grieux 

describing his first glimpse of René Teleny to an unnamed interlocutor. Teleny is the exciting 
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young pianist with whom all the fashionable men and women in the story fall madly in love. 

He responds to their appeals – for money, for pleasure, to honour his desire, or to ensure his 

foreshadowed ‘horrible, horrible fate’ – but the pianist offers ‘the very quintessence of love’ 

only to Des Grieux, who acts as a reluctant and then an eager recipient of Teleny’s ‘enamored 

soul’ (84, 87). The story follows Des Grieux’s resistance to and then his acceptance of this 

love, in a sexual and highly gustatory foray through the realm of explosive repression, 

fulfillment, and then loss. Increasingly shameless, guiltless, and remorseless, Des Grieux is 

able by the end of the novel to iterate for the listener, the unnamed interrogator and also the 

reader, how wrong society and its dictates really are. Food and digestion, from the first, 

parallel the heroes’ progression.  

Theresa Lii observes that ‘Two forms of hunger exist in Victorian literature: pitiable 

hunger and threatening hunger.’18 At the novel’s opening, Camille Des Grieux suffers from 

both. Following his first evening communing psychically with Teleny, within a swirl of 

penetrating music and ecstatic telepathy, Des Grieux’s mother hands him coffee: ‘It was 

useless for me to try to taste it, the very sight of it turned me sick’, he laments. ‘Will you have 

some chocolate, or some tea?’ his mother beseeches. ‘Can I not fast for once?’ he replies. She 

answers, ‘Yes, if you are ill – or if you have some great sin to atone for.’ (21) At this early 

juncture in the novel, Des Grieux is horrified by his sexual desire for Teleny. He considers his 

urges a ‘loathsome crime against nature’ (45), though his fantasies set his heart rapturously 

‘beating faster’ and his blood ‘running warmer and thicker’ (22). This is not Des Grieux’s 

initial bout with poor appetite, as the novel recalls. Confronted at an earlier time by his 

mother: ‘What is the matter with you’, he seeks to assure her, ‘Oh, nothing! Only I-I-that is to 

say, my -- my stomach is rather out of order’ (29), to which she replies, ‘Your stomach 

again?’(30). This conversation regarding poor digestion is paralleled by the main character’s 

admissions regarding his feelings of despair which he associates with his longings. Before he 

allows himself to experience what his body wants, the world ‘had hitherto seemed […] so 

bleak, so cold, so desolate’(100), and his despair manifests in his unsettled bowels. 

The character of Des Grieux is made sympathetic but also sinister by the constraints placed 

upon his sexual behaviours. Society’s mandate that he engage in relations with women 

renders him petulant, cruel, sadistic, and dangerous. The positive gaze between the men in 

Teleny is more striking in relation to their dark, depressed ways of experiencing female bodies 

in the novel. By the story’s end, Teleny expresses, not only through rapes and suicides but 

through tastes and senses, the importance of nourishment, both physical and psychic, in 

support of an authentic and sustainable ‘morality’. Des Grieux’s brothel romp best juxtaposes 

the novel’s way of discerning vice from virtue.   

Along the ‘endless drive through the narrow straggling streets’ that leads to the women 

who promise socially sanctioned pleasures, Des Grieux is met with a series of ‘obscene’ 

smells.19 The lanes that ‘disgorged an offensive smell of dirt, grease, and hot oil, which mixed 

itself up with the stench of the gutters and that of the cesspools in the middle of the streets’, 

precede Des Grieux’s venture into the brothel’s more intimate spaces (36). The essence of his 

sojourn culminates in the pungent musk of the old cantinière: ‘patchouli, stale fish, and 

perspiration; but as my nose came in closer contact with the fleece, the smell of stale fish 

predominated’ (38). Her smell invokes horror. As William Ian Miller argues, ‘It is nearly 

impossible to keep bad smells out of the moral domain. The language of sin and wickedness 

is the language of olfaction gone bad.’20 

With disgust as the backdrop, tawdry indulgences abound: ‘Drinks had been ordered -- 

beer, spirits, and some bottles of frothy stuff, yclept champagne, which surely was not the 

product of the sunny wines of France, but of which the women imbibed copiously’ (39).21 De 

Grieux is sickened by what he sees and feels, and left empty by what he does not. He 

describes three witches, ‘one […] in the very last stages of consumption […] a mere 
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skeleton’, the second ‘red-haired, gaunt, pock-marked, goggle-eyed and repulsive’, and the 

third ‘old, short, squat, and obese; quite a bladder of fat’ (37). Like Jonathan Swift in his 

scatological poems, the women are ‘stained’ and ‘slimy’ as if ‘all the snails of Burgundy had 

been crawling over them’ (38). The fat one’s genitals terrify him: ‘I saw the black mass of 

hair part itself; two huge dark lips first appeared, then opened, and within those bulgy lips -- 

which inside had the colour and the look of stale butcher’s meat -- I saw something like the 

tip of a dog’s penis when in a state of erection, protruding itself towards my lips’ (38). This 

woman, then, who offers up her body for heterosexual pleasure, bears the blight of the pointed 

‘penis’ that Des Grieux had read was the fate of sodomites, while Teleny’s penis, he 

eventually finds, is ‘thick and rounded’, only ‘slightly tapering; the glans -- a fruit of flesh and 

blood, like a small apricot […] pulpy, round and appetizing’ (91). In this heterosexual scene, 

food and drink fail to sustain, much less to nourish, the characters’ health and goodness. 

Adding layers of excreta upon the soiled scene, ‘many of the young men who were already 

tipsy when they came here […] began now to feel squeamish, to be quite sick, to hiccough, 

and finally to throw up’ (42). Instead of ingesting food, they release it in a projectile of bilious 

waste.  

With the description of the brothel and the women who inhabit it, Teleny offers its 

rendition of what John McRae identifies as ‘something of a classic in late nineteenth century 

erotica.’22 To insert ‘the whorehouse scene’ is common practice enough, though in this novel, 

the ‘odd mixture of titillation and disgust’ seems particularly pronounced.23 One is tempted to 

perceive the abject in Teleny’s representation of women, as developed in the theories of Luce 

Irigaray. In this proposed context, ‘the womb is […] phantasized as a devouring mouth, as a 

sewer in which anal and urethral waste is poured, as a threat to the phallus’, a literary 

illustration of the fact that ‘the only words we have for women’s sexuality are filthy, 

mutilating words.’24 For Des Grieux, though, the psychological tension between desire and 

disgust is missing. He is less ‘haunted’ by the ‘fear of castration’ that women’s bodies 

threaten, and more psychically withdrawn from those bodies as sexual objects by his nature, 

not by theirs.25  

In this way, Teleny uses food and the senses to normalise this nature that sexually desires 

men and not women, and also to remove the female body from the discourse of ethics by 

placing it into that of aesthetics. Within this counter-realm, women are drawn as ugly in 

Teleny, not to insist upon the danger of women or to violate or demean them; Des Grieux’s 

gaze instead announces his own way of seeing, returning to John Berger’s assertion that ‘We 

never look at just one thing; we are always looking at the relationship between things and 

ourselves’.26 Irigaray notes that women are fashioned in a violent, degrading way ‘for the 

construction of an exclusively male symbolic world.’27 In Teleny, the formulation of women’s 

physical selves instead suggests an attempt to re-conceptualise the sexual possibilities 

between male lovers, rather than to assert masculine power in order to subjugate female 

bodies for masculine use.28 Indeed, Des Grieux would prefer to protect women from his 

sexual body, and laments society’s dictates that contradict his attempted morality.29 More 

telling than these men’s shabby treatment of women is that they are least healthy and most 

monstrous when they aim to treat women ‘naturally’, as sexual beings. That women in Teleny 

convulse with syphilis and consumption, that they look like they are about to collapse from 

illness and then do, that they sound like the shrill rattle of death, that they smell as if they are 

rotting from the inside out, that they feel slippery and scabbed, that they taste like mussels and 

boiled potatoes serves to denaturalise sex with them as well as to contrast them with the 

healthy bodies of Teleny and Des Grieux. 

Sensory imagery is used to disfavour more than heterosexual relationships; casual sexual 

relationships between men are also maligned, first in Des Grieux’s nightmarish stroll down 

the quay, beside the ‘night-walkers’ and ‘midnight wanderers’, past the ‘brothels of men-
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whores’ (80-81), towards the river, to extinguish his desire permanently. He confronts 

pleasure-seekers more directly in the home of Briancourt, the novel’s ‘handsome’, ‘ogling’, 

‘indecent’ stereotypical ‘dandy’ (12). Briancourt is the story’s prime representation of male 

lust. If women in the novel smell of cloying lavande ambrée or stale fish, Briancourt is also 

repellant, drenched in attar of roses, a scent with which ‘he is so saturated [...] that everything 

he touches is impregnated with it.’ (109) His voice is seductive but unpersuasive. As well, his 

touch is made sordid by a soul-disconnect, an absence, established by the text, between him 

and his lovers. As the novel unfolds, food and taste refine the impression of what is lacking in 

Briancourt’s offered pleasures. As in Dorian Gray, the scene echoes Joris-Karl Huysmans’s À 

rebours. Also like Dorian Gray, the scene is ‘overheated’ (115), overwrought with nature, out 

of place and out of season, creating an unnatural, claustrophobic glut of stimuli. This type of 

sensory pleasure, like female carnality, is not without stimulation, but of very little worth, and 

its evocation in the text further juxtaposes desirable consumption, that which uplifts and 

brings one closer to sublimity, and a diet that feeds only the senses. 

Upon entering Briancourt’s home, Des Grieux is ‘for a moment, if not dazzled, at least 

perfectly bewildered’ as he is ‘transported into the magic realms of fairyland’ (113-114) by 

the home’s excesses. This disorientation contrasts directly with the perfect clarity he 

experiences in Teleny’s ‘warm, white’ home, which is lit by a ‘glimmering light’ to highlight 

the room’s ‘dazzling whiteness’ (89-90). Briancourt’s pleasure palace is an interesting place 

to visit, Teleny posits, but one would not want to live here. Briancourt announces the evening 

meal to his guests: ‘My friends […] the supper is a scanty one, the courses are neither many 

nor abundant, the meal is rather to invigorate than to satiate…[to] enable us all to return to our 

pleasures with renewed eagerness’ (118). Juxtaposed beside descriptions of his meal with 

Teleny, which he recalls to the last detail, Des Grieux can ‘hardly remember’ the supper: ‘I 

only recollect that it was the first time I tasted bouillabaisse, and some sweet spiced rice made 

after the Indian recipe, and that I found both delicious’ (118-119).  

The seasonings eroticise the dishes in part by tapping into associations with cultural 

otherness. As Daly and Forman discern, curry was ‘the counterpoint to roast beef, with all its 

associations of Englishness and normality -- and masculinity.’30 The meal at Briancourt’s 

gathering exemplifies Foucault’s principles of pleasure and power within this exclusively 

male space. The aberrant seductions, the sexual submissions of formidable men, the 

stimulating threat of detection is not denied or lauded in the text. As Teleny sacrifices women 

for the sake of elevating the novel’s heroes, so too does it immolate pleasure-seeking men. 

The debauchery following the meal extends the use of food beyond the stimulating to the 

deadly. 

At Briancourt’s orgy, in Teleny, and in nineteenth-century discourse more broadly, food 

and sin are closely linked. As in the female brothel, the men lounging about are ‘lascivious’, 

‘sickening’, and ‘expressing the most maddening paroxysm of debauchery’ (115). Everything 

is vast in scale, and the immensity is described as a dangerous combination of desirable and 

deadly.  Des Grieux recalls ‘one phallus, especially […] of such a size that every whore was 

frightened at it, and it was said that once, abroad, a woman had been ripped up by it, for he 

had thrust his tremendous instrument up into her womb, and slit the partition between the 

front and the back hole, so that the poor wretch had died’ (117). Like the ‘bulgy lips’ of the 

old cantinière, the brutal phallus that ‘every whore was frightened of’ is a deadly enjoyment at 

best. Most notably, one of Briancourt’s guests, the ‘Spahi’, slips a date stuffed with pistachios 

‘into the hole of the anus’ of his bedfellow, then ‘nibbled’ and ‘licked’ the ‘perspiration, date 

syrup, sperm, and spittle’ that ‘oozed out and trickled on the buttocks’ (122-123). Though in 

itself an amoral event, the ‘date’ scene directly precedes the deadly moment of bottlery, 

situating these increasingly extreme searches for sensation as decadent and dangerous. 

Amongst a crowd of chanting men, the Spahi, with ‘eyes on fire’ (116), breaks a bottle in his 
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anus. Like the consumptive prostitute who precedes him in the novel, he dies in a confusion 

of blood and ejaculation. 

Both the evenings at Briancourt’s party and at the brothel offer a near complete inversion 

of Teleny’s and Des Grieux’s first love scene of healing satiation, wherein the act of pleasure 

saves Des Grieux’s life, rendering the world that had seemed so bleak, ‘now a perfect 

paradise’ (100). One scene is made recognizably celebratory and filled with images associated 

with nourishment and beauty, while the other scenes sicken, associating food with ill health 

and ‘oozing, trickling’ defecation (123). In Teleny, some sex endangers life while another 

form of sex gives life, though again it is the inverse of what one might imagine if one 

considers only heterosexual sex to be generative. The meals which accompany each solidify 

the dominant impressions upon which the novel insists. 

 

In profound contrast to Briancourt’s banquet, the foods that Teleny and Des Grieux enjoy 

during their first night’s consummation signify luxury, leisure, and love. They share a feast of 

savories, sweets, champagnes, coffees, and tobaccos, inhaling smoke between ‘ever-hungry 

kisses from each other’s mouths’ (95):  

 

There were some luscious Cancale oysters -- few, but of an immense size; a dusty bottle of 

Sauterne, then a pate de foie gras highly scented with Perigord truffles; a partridge, with 

paprika or Hungarian curry, and a salad made out of a huge Piedmont truffle, as thinly 

sliced as shavings, and a bottle of exquisite dry sherry. (95)  

 

Each plate contains just enough of the very best. These foods are stimulating but nutritive, 

and Teleny hopes that they will ‘satisfy’ (95) Des Grieux’s hunger. Soyer’s cookbook, The 

Modern Housewife: Or, Ménagère, voices the Victorian sentiment that truffles are ‘the 

indispensable ornament of all banquets. […] those who are in the habit of partaking of them 

say that they enliven the mind, exhilarate the spirits, assist the digestion, and render the 

reasoning faculties more clear.’31 The contemporary reader understands that this meal 

signifies substance and significance, and that it suggests the possibilities of a happy life 

together. Following courses of savory delectables, ‘Then came a dish of Seville oranges, 

bananas and pineapples, flavoured with Maraschino and covered with sifted sugar. It was a 

savoury, tasty, tart and sweet medley, combining together the flavor and perfume of all these 

delicious fruits’ (95). Recalls Des Grieux: ‘After half an hour’s rest and a bowl of arak, 

curacao and whiskey punch, flavoured with many hot, invigorating spices, our mouths were 

again pressed together’ (95).  

This scene is important for a variety of reasons. First, it offers yet another sensory 

representation of Teleny’s and Des Grieux’s love: rich, nourishing, and desirable. This is 

significant in a scene that combines food and sex, not by eroticising the food but by 

‘normalising’ the sex through the act of eating and the inclusion of the meal. Second, this 

meal of celebration contributes to the marital subtext that runs throughout the chapter. The 

lovers pause at the table, inlaid with ivory and mother of pearl, following their ‘oath and 

[their] act of possession’ to celebrate their hunger and their satiation. Third, the meal inserts 

an unlikely pause in the midst of ‘the most successful and best written erotic scene in modern 

gay writing.’32 This moment of tasting insists that the reader stop and dwell in the scene, as 

the chapter refused to provide a quick onanistic textual moment. The food prolongs a moment 

which Teleny, Des Grieux, the listener, and the reader would like never to end. 

When taste, then, extends beyond the table to include ‘Teleny’s kiss’ through which Des 

Grieux is ‘galvanized, for I could taste its sapidity upon my palate’ (87) the mind forms an 

association with the pleasing and wholesome tastes of the meal. Further in, when the act of 

loving and the act of tasting are aligned and Des Grieux expresses his eagerness ‘to taste 
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[Teleny’s] phallus’, the glans of which are ‘a fruit of flesh and blood’ (91), and to ‘drink 

down […] the fiery foaming sap of his body, the real elixir of life’ (92), the tastes at the table 

aligns the scene with goodness and healthy satiety, for its proximity to the banquet of food. 

The substances of the lovers’ bodies ennoble them and announce their holy pact. Des Grieux 

remembers, ‘Our lips […] pressed and rubbed with such passionate strength that the blood 

began to ooze from them. […] the marriage of two bodies, not by the communion of 

emblematic wine but of blood itself’ (84). Again, this contrasts with associations of hazard 

and loss in scenes involving women and casual same-sexers. When Des Grieux recalls, ‘We 

clung as hungrily to one another as the famished animal does when it fastens on the food it 

devours’ (85), the reader understands that there is goodness in this embrace, that the famished 

animal does well to find satiation, that the clinging and the devouring are regenerative, and 

that the ‘great change […] wrought in me’ that Des Grieux expresses serves not only to 

improve his ‘temper’ and his ‘humour’, but to benefit society more broadly (102).  

  Teleny employs food and edibles in order to overthrow convention with its own army of 

language and typology, and in doing so, it allows for an alternate construction, a counter-

dialogue that Foucault would call ‘the truth of sex’: 

   

truth is drawn from pleasure itself […] pleasure is not considered in relation to an 

absolute law of the permitted and the forbidden […] but in relation to itself; it is 

experienced as pleasure, evaluated in terms of its intensity, its specific quality, its 

duration, its reverberations in the body and the soul.33 

 

This use of food participates in the novel’s social critique. The refrain of Teleny is ‘Show me 

the wrong we committed’ (130). Through various displays of goodness and its opposite, 

Teleny rejects and re-inscribes ideas of right and wrong, to insist upon the naturalness of 

same-sex love. As Linda Dowling discerns, the perceived ‘revolt of the New Woman and the 

decadent against what was “natural,” their “warped” and “morbid” intellects, their extreme 

self-consciousness, seemed to their late-Victorian critics to isolate them in a chilly realm of 

sterility, ascesis, or cerebral lechery, cut off from the springs of instinctive reproductive 

life.’34 Also with procreation in mind, Krafft-Ebing contends that the compulsion in support 

of ‘propagation of the human race’ drives the individual toward ‘higher, nobler feelings […] 

which not withstanding their sensual origin, expand into a world of beauty, sublimity, and 

morality.’35 Krafft-Ebing asserts that ‘Sexuality is the most powerful factor in individual and 

social existence; the strongest incentive to the exertion of strength and acquisition of property, 

to the foundation of a home, and to the awakening of altruistic feelings, first for a person of 

the opposite sex, then for the offspring, and, in a wider sense, for all humanity.’36   

This insistence that the function of sexuality, for the individual and for society, ennobles 

the lover and provokes and sustains instances of the sublime dramatically mirrors the central 

argument of Teleny. The absence of Krafft-Ebing’s ‘opposite sex’ and ‘offspring’ as 

participants and products of Teleny and Des Grieux’s sexual relationship intensifies the 

transformative power of sex, in part because of the risks the characters face in performing 

sexuality and the socially accepted family relationships that they forego. The novel insists that 

the spiritual core of their love contributes immensely to their personal well-being and that 

their happiness is of interest to all of society, both by the output it inspires as exemplified by 

Teleny’s music, which he performs for the masses and can only perform well when 

psychically bonding with Des Grieux, and by the psychological and sexual frustration that 

their love diffuses. As Cohen surmises, ‘In affirming the naturalness of Des Grieux’s 

homoerotic experience, this new joyous possibility undermines the monovocalizing strategies 

the bourgeois hetero-sexual culture used to ensure the reproduction of its dominance and thus 
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opens up the possibility of representing a plurality of male sexualities.’37 The novel’s joyful 

moments of eating further disrupt the Victorian stigma against same-sex love. 

Lii notes that, ‘Because the act of eating takes such an important place in the daily lives of 

humans, as well as in the universal struggle for survival, it becomes a powerful force that 

drives the action and plot in Victorian writings.’38 Nineteenth-century texts depicted, but also 

shaped, ways of imagining what those ingredients include which constitute the collective 

‘morals of a people’.39 Through its use of food, Teleny shows that by feeding ‘the very 

quintessence of love […], the excellent part of our beings’, one contributes to the universal 

struggle for survival in ways that are both essential and delicious (84). 

 

Notes 
 

 
1 Alexis Benoît Soyer, A Shilling Cookery for the People (New York: Routledge, 1854), Google eBooks 

<http://books.google.com/books/about/A_Shilling_Cookery_for_the_People.html?id=P-cqAAAAYAAJ> 

[accessed 10 July 2014], p. 2. 
2 Scholars of Victorian literary works, as varied as Charles Dickens’s Oliver Twist to Christina Rossetti’s 

‘Goblin Market’, have noted how representations of food mirror shifting Victorian market realities, engendered 

by Colonialism, the Industrial Revolution, and other sweeping movements of the nineteenth century. For a broad 

overview, see Andrea Broomfield’s Food and Cooking in Victorian England: A History (Westport: Praeger 

Publishers, 2007).  
3 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality Volume I: An Introduction (New York: Vintage Books, 1980), p. 

101. 
4 Elaine Showalter, Sexual Anarchy -- Gender and Culture at the Fin de Siècle (Virago: London, 1992), p. 10. 
5 David Leavitt’s and Mark Mitchell’s Pages Passed from Hand to Hand offers an excellent overview of the 

period’s homosexual literature (Boston and New York: Mariner Books, 1998). 
6 ‘Oscar Wilde and others’, is a common way editors attribute authorship of the text, notably John McRae in his 

1986 edition and Amanda Caleb in her 2010 edition. 
7 Ed Cohen, ‘Writing Gone Wilde: Homoerotic Desire in the Closet of Representation’, in PMLA, 102:5 (1987), 

pp. 801-813 <http://www.jstor.org/stable/462309> [accessed 5 March 2013], p. 803. 
8 Pamela Gilbert, Disease, Desire, and the Body in Victorian Women’s Popular Novels (Cambridge UP, 1997), 

p. 18.  
9 Though Teleny is not written for a mainstream, middle-class readership, it is directed at the broader society via 

its social critiques, utilizing the unnamed listener in the text as representative of the culture to whom Des Grieux 

seeks to persuade. As well, though Teleny’s readers are open and sympathetic to the novel’s sexuality, they too 

are part of the larger society and its problems, participating in the exclusion of homosexuals in various ways. 
10 Foucault asserts, and I agree, that much of this censure is wrapped up in ‘the perpetual spirals of power and 

pleasure’, and that the erotic pleasure implied in the spectacle of policing ‘perversity’ was at least as important to 

the Victorians as the business of imposing morality (History of Sexuality, p. 45). 
11 Andrew Elfenbein, ‘Dorian Gray’, in The Picture of Dorian Gray, ed. by Andrew Elfenbein (New York: 

Pearson Longman, 2007), p. 252. 
12 John McRae’s Introduction to the 1986 Gay Man’s Press edition of Teleny offers an excellent synopsis of what 

is known and what is speculated regarding the genesis of the novel. 
13 Winston Leyland’s 1984 edition attributes the novel solely to Wilde, John McRae’s in 1986 attributes it to 

‘Oscar Wilde and others’, as does Amanda Caleb’s 2010 version. The Wordsworth Classic version, from 1995, 

labels it only ‘Anonymous’. 
14 Winston Leyland, introduction to Teleny, by Oscar Wilde (attrib.) (London, 1893; repr. San Francisco: Gay 

Sunshine Press, 1984), p. 17. 
15 Anonymous, Teleny (New York: Wordsworth, 1995), p. 7. This questioner serves as a pseudo-society to 

whom Des Grieux can explain the intricate, provocative, valuable love he shares with Teleny. Throughout the 

story, this unnamed interlocutor chimes in. Besides his service to the plot, this inquisitive voice questions Des 

Grieux, allowing him to defend his love without filling the novel with maudlin didactic moments. For instance, 

after Teleny and Des Grieux’s first sexual experience together, the listener asks, ‘Still I had thought that on the 

morrow -- the intoxication passed -- you would have shuddered at the thought of having a man for a lover?’ to 

which Des Grieux can reply, ‘Why? Had I committed a crime against nature when my own nature found peace 

and happiness thereby?’ (p. 100). These types of moments occur throughout, which is why I consider the listener 

a stand-in for society, to whom Des Grieux can persuade. 
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16 This type of dialogue, then, would have been recognizable to the reader in a variety of contexts, including 

medical, legal, and literary, all of which appealed to the Victorian imagination. This reflects back to Foucault’s 

point about homosexuality employing a ‘reverse discourse’ whereby ‘homosexuality began to speak in its own 

behalf […] using the same categories by which it was medically disqualified” (Foucault, History of Sexuality, p. 

101). As well, I mean to connect Teleny as engaging in the same concerns as Ellis regarding the prosecution of 

homosexuals. Finally, by associating the dialogue with Dorian Gray, I am aiming to offer more evidence for 

Wilde’s editorship if not authorship of the text.  
17 Anonymous, Teleny, (New York: Wordsworth, 1995), p. 108. All subsequent references to this edition 
18 Theresa Lii, ‘Food and Famine in Victorian Literature’, The Victorian Web 

<http://www.victorianweb.org/science/health/hunger.html>  [accessed 10 July 2014].  
19 Importantly, Des Grieux veers from the scene to reflect that ‘This is then […] one of those delightful houses of 

pleasure, of which I have heard so many glowing tales? These painted up Jezebels, cadaverous or bloated, are 

the Paphian maids, the splendid votaresses of Venus, whose magic charms make the senses thrill with delight, 

the houris on whose breasts you swoon away and are ravished into paradise” (Anonymous, Teleny, p. 37). He 

addresses his sarcasm to ‘you’, the society that would indict his sexual experiences with Teleny while 

sanctioning his engagement with prostitutes. 
20 Ian William Miller, The Anatomy of Disgust (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1997), p. 77-78. 
21 The use of the archaic word ‘yclept’ evokes a sense of the humorous or the bawdy in the scene, while it calls 

into question the quality and the authenticity of the champagne. 
22 McRae, introduction, p. 19. 
23 McRae, introduction, p. 19. 
24 Luce Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies (New York: Columbia UP, 1993), p. 16. 
25 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, p. 17. 
26 John Berger, Ways of Seeing (London: Penguin, 1972), p. 9.  
27 Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies, p. 17. 
28 Discussing what she calls ‘physical empathy’ in the novel, Robin Chamberlain suggests that empathy in 

Teleny is ‘a lateral relationship, rather than a vertical one that is about the power one has over the object of one's 

empathy.  In Teleny, empathy's physicality produces subjects, rather than power relations. These subjects […] 

can share truly intersubjective experiences, in which subjects are merged, but on equal terms, rather than in the 

absorption of the one by the other.’ This reading suggests that the love between Teleny and Des Grieux models a 

much healthier way of approaching sexual relations between individuals, wherein love in imagined as 

‘horizontal, between equals’, regardless of dominant or submissive roles employed during the sex act (Robin 

Chamberlain, ‘Body Talk: Physical Empathy in Teleny’, in OSCHOLARS: Special Teleny Issue (2008) 

<http://www.oscholars.com/TO/Specials/Teleny/chamberlain.htm> [accessed 31 October 2012]). 
29 Des Grieux is forced by the society of his college friends to venture to the brothel at all, and then just before 

he rapes his mother’s housemaid, leading to her suicide, he muses: ‘Which was the greater evil of the 

two…seducing a poor girl to ruin her…or that of yielding to the passion which was shattering my body and my 

mind? Our honourable society winks at the first peccadillo, and shudders with horror at the second’ (61-62). 
30 Suzanne Daly and Ross G. Forman, ‘Cooking Culture: Situating Food and Drink in the Nineteenth Century’, 

in Victorian Literature and Culture, 36:2 (2008), 363-73, (p. 368) 

 <http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1060150308080236> [accessed 6 July 2014].  
31 Alexis Benoît Soyer, The Modern Housewife: Or, Ménagère. Comprising Nearly One Thousand Receipts 

(Simpkin, Marshall & Co., 1851), Google eBooks 

<http://books.google.com/books/about/The_Modern_Housewife.html?id=OnECAAAAYAAJ> [accessed 10 

July 2014], pp. 81-82. 
32 McRae, introduction, p. 19.  
33 Foucault, History of Sexuality, p. 57. 
34 Linda Dowling, ‘The Decadent and the New Woman in the 1980’s’, in Nineteenth-Century Fiction, 33:4 

(1979), 434-453, (446) <http://www.jstor.org/stable/2933251> [accessed 20 May 2011. 
35 Richard von Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia Sexualis -- The Classic Study of Deviant Sex (New York: Arcade 

Publishing, 2011), p. 1. 
36 Krafft-Ebing, Psychopathia Sexualis, p. 1. 
37 Cohen, ‘Writing Gone Wilde’, p. 805. 
38 Lii, ‘Food and Famine in Victorian Literature’. 
39 Benoît Soyer, A Shilling Cookery for the People, p. 2. 
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